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Is this answer helpful?

Hong Kong is a member of FIFA, as is China, and participates in 
qualifying tournaments for the FIFA World Cup independent of 
the Chinese national association football team). Officially, Hong 
Kong is a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic 
of China.

www.answers.com/Q/Is_Hong_Kong_an_independent_country
Is Hong Kong an independent country
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Commonwealth Bank
The Commonwealth Bank of
Australia is an Australian
multinational bank with
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What is SAR Hong Kong?



Is Hong Kong really part of China?



Is Macau part of China?



Commonwealth of Nations - Wikipedia

What is the capital city of Hong Kong?



Headquarters: Marlborough House, â€¦
GDP (nominal): 2014 estimate

Working language: English
GDP (PPP): 2014 estimate
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Commonwealth of Nations - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_of_Nations

Overview Contents History Structure Membership Politics Economy

The Commonwealth of Nations, formerly the British Commonwealth, also
known as simply the Commonwealth, is an intergovernmental organisation
of 53 member states that are mostly former territories of the British
Empire. The Commonwealth operates by intergovernmental consensus of
the member states, organised through the Commonwealth Secretariat aâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

List of Commonwealth Countries - voting rights | â€¦
https://www.tendringdc.gov.uk/council/elections-voting/list...
Hong Kong. Following its transfer to Chinese sovereignty on 1 July 1997, Hong Kong was
deleted from the list of British Overseas Territories. As a result, former residents of Hong
Kong are not qualifying Commonwealth citizens by virtue of their residency in Hong Kong
as Hong Kong Chinese is no longer a nationality.

Hong Kong at the Commonwealth Games - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong_Kong_at_the_Commonwealth_Games
The official Commonwealth Games website shows participation by Hong Kong in eleven
Games: 1934, then 1954, 1958, 1962, 1970, 1974, 1978, 1982, 1986, 1990 and 1994.
Note that while the Results by Country table for 1934 does not show Hong Kong, the
introductory remarks say that Hong Kong participated.

Overall medal tally · All-time Hong Kong ...

Could and would Hong Kong ever join the Commonwealth
â€¦
https://www.quora.com/Could-and-would-Hong-Kong-ever-join-the...
Under the Basic Law of Hong Kong, Hong Kong is allowed to join economic and cultural
international organizations for which sovereignty is not a requirement (i.e. WTO and
APEC). For Hong Kong to join the Commonwealth, the Commonwealth would have to
state that non-sovereign entities could join.

HONG KONG - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH - Stamps By
Country ...
https://www.eastamps.com/.../BRITISH+COMMONWEALTH/HONG+KONG.html
HONG KONG 1994 Commonwealth Games. Set of 4 on first day cover. - 130658 - FDC:
NZ $32.00: NZ $4.00: NZ $5.00: HONG KONG 1994 Conference of Commonwealth
Postal Administrations Definitive Sheetlet #9. - 14604 - UHM: HONG KONG 1994 Coral.
Set of 4 on first day cover. - 130654 - FDC: HONG KONG 1994 Hong Kong '94 â€¦

Is China part of the commonwealth - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › History › History of Asia › History of China
No, however Hong Kong is because it was taken over by the british at one point, making
Hong Kong part of the commonwealth.

List of Commonwealth countries, British Overseas ...
www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/electoral_commission...
Their voting rights would only be affected if their country was also deleted from the list of
Commonwealth countries in the British Nationality Act 1981 ... Hong Kong ...

What Country is Hong Kong Actually In? - TripSavvy
https://www.tripsavvy.com/what-country-is-hong-kong-in-1535874
Post-handover, the colony of Hong Kong became the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (SAR) and for official purposes is a part of China. But, for all intents and
purposes, it is allowed to operate as an independent country.

Hong Kong (British Commonwealth) | Alternative â€¦
althistory.wikia.com/wiki/Hong_Kong_(British_Commonwealth)
The hand-over Ceremony in 1997 was designed to provide the final stage of a gradual
process of sovereignty change in the former British Crown Colony of Hong Kong.

Member countries | The Commonwealth
thecommonwealth.org/member-countries
Fifty three countries are members of the Commonwealth. Our countries span Africa,
Asia, the Americas, Europe and the Pacific and are diverse ...

Hong Kong - U.S. Department of State
www.state.gov › â€¦ › U.S. Bilateral Relations Fact Sheets
U.S.-HONG KONG RELATIONS. In 1997, China resumed the exercise of sovereignty
over Hong Kong, ending more than 150 years of British colonial rule. Hong Kong is a
Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. Its foreign relations and
defense are the responsibility of China.
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defense are the responsibility of China.
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